Event Speaker Fees 2022-2024

Effective from 1 April 2022:

MAIN RATES – TALKS (1-1.5 HOURS)

- Professional Development / Workshop presenter: £250
- Keynote/principal speaker rate: £200
- Panellist fee: £100
- Event chair fee: £135

IN PERSON SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS (Up to 3 HOURS)

£250 for the first hour then £100 per hour for subsequent hours up to 3 hours. Maximum £450 + VAT and expenses, depending on specific details.

SHORT READINGS

Short readings would usually be from poets/performers without a talk/panel discussion element attached.

Stand-alone performance: £50 (for up to 15 minutes), then £12.50 per 5 minutes (equates to £150 per hour) up to a maximum £100 panel fee for performers or up to £200 for a sole performer.

*Speaker rates will be reviewed every two years. The next one is due April 2024.*